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Is a key to culture in the distance from "dirt"?
Dear Commons Colleagues:

I have a new literary analysis method for studying novels. We will use content analysis to study English-language novels from the mid-19th C. through 21st C. through the lens of distance from "dirt" and waste management.

For example, in F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel The Great Gatsby: Jay Gatsby's big awful secret was that his German immigrant father Henry C. Gatz lived in The Valley of Ashes (near waste processing plant) between affluent the "Old Money" East- and "New Money" West Egg. 
Before I go much beyond these thoughts, I would like to find out what anthropology has come up with in this area of culture. 

METHOD: Society and culture is viewed as a dance that reproduces itself in spatial relationships or distances from "dirt."  The poor are very close to "dirt" and  trash.  The wealthy screen themselves off from "dirt" and make their own trash invisible to themselves, also make invisible those who take "dirty" jobs, including waste management. Martin Luther King's last campaign for sanitation workers showed that he was thinking along this line. 
I have been looking at Joel Kovel's psychoanalytic text involving "dirt" and social class The Age of Desire: Reflections of a Radical Psychoanalyst (1981) and Thorstein Veblen's economic text Theory of the Leisure Class (1899.)

This may be of little use to anybody but I am committed to bringing science and the humanities together in ways that will help. Literary analysis is often seen producing little practical value for humanity but this could also bring C. P. Snow's "two cultures" of science and the humanities closer together in solving problems growing extreme because of population issues.
Comments are always welcome. If we do this Big Data study of English language novels, we need a team and I am putting out a call.


